
a step by step pragmatic approach to web application development using spring mvc with relevant screenshots and concise explanations this book is aimed at helping java developers who want to teach themselves spring mvc even if they have no previous experience with spring mvc it would be helpful to have a bit of familiarity with basic servlet programming concepts but no prior experience is required

Spring MVC Tutorial:learn Spring Mvc Step by Step 2018-02-26

spring mvc framework is an open source java platform that provides comprehensive infrastructure support for developing robust java based applications very easily and very rapidly spring framework was initially written by rod johnson and was first released under the apache 2.0 license in june 2003 this tutorial is written based on the spring framework version 4.1.6 released in march 2015 audience this tutorial is designed for java programmers with a need to understand the spring mvc framework in detail along with its architecture and actual usage this tutorial is intended to make you comfortable in getting started with the spring mvc framework and its various functions prerequisite this tutorial is designed for java programmers with a need to understand the spring mvc framework in detail along with its architecture and actual usage this tutorial will bring you at the intermediate level of expertise from where you can take yourself to a higher level of expertise

Spring MVC 2014-05-22
a step by step pragmatic approach to web application development using spring mvc with relevant screenshots and concise explanations this book is aimed at helping java developers who want to teach themselves spring mvc even if they have no previous experience with spring mvc it would be helpful to have a bit of familiarity with basic servlet programming concepts but no prior experience is required

**Spring MVC Beginner's Guide - Second Edition 2016-07-29**

unleash the power of the latest spring mvc 4 x to develop a complete application about this book work through carefully crafted exercises with detailed explanations for each step will help you understand the concepts with ease you will gain a clear understanding of the end to end request response life cycle and each logical component's responsibility this book is packed with tips and tricks that demonstrate industry best practices on developing a spring mvc based application who this book is for the book is for java developers who want to exploit spring mvc and its features to build web applications some familiarity with basic servlet programming concepts would be a plus but is not a prerequisite what you will learn familiarize yourself with the anatomy of the spring 4 x development environment understand web application architecture and the spring mvc request flow integrate bean validation and custom validation use error handling and exception resolving get to grips with rest based web service development and ajax test your web application in detailspring mvc helps you build flexible and loosely coupled web applications the spring mvc framework is architected and designed in such a way that every piece of logic and functionality is highly configurable also spring can integrate effortlessly with other popular web frameworks such as struts webwork java server faces and tapestry the book progressively teaches you to configure the spring development environment architecture controllers libraries and more before moving on to developing a full web application it begins with an introduction to the spring development environment and architecture so you're familiar with the know hows from here we move on to controllers views validations spring tag libraries and more finally we integrate it all together to develop a web application you'll also get to grips with testing applications for reliability style and approach this book takes a pragmatic step by step approach to web application development using spring mvc with informative screenshots and concise explanation

**Spring MVC: Beginner's Guide 2016-07-29**

unleash the power of the latest spring mvc 4 x to develop a complete application about this book work through carefully crafted exercises with detailed explanations for each step will help you understand the concepts with ease you will gain a clear understanding of the end to end request response life cycle and each logical component's responsibility this book is packed with tips and tricks that demonstrate industry best practices on developing a spring mvc based application who this book is for the book is for java developers who want to exploit spring mvc and its features to build web applications some familiarity with basic servlet programming concepts would be a plus but is not a prerequisite what you will learn familiarize yourself with the anatomy of the spring 4 x development environment understand web application architecture and the spring mvc request flow integrate bean validation and custom validation use error handling and exception resolving get to grips with rest based web service development and ajax test your web application in detail spring mvc helps you build flexible and loosely coupled web applications the spring mvc framework is architected and designed in such a way that every piece of logic and functionality is highly configurable also spring can integrate effortlessly with other popular web frameworks such as struts webwork java server faces and tapestry the book progressively teaches you to configure the spring development environment architecture controllers libraries and more before moving on to developing a full web application it begins with an introduction to the spring development environment and architecture so you're familiar with the know hows from here we move on to controllers views validations spring tag libraries and more finally we integrate it all together to develop a web application you'll also get to grips with testing applications for reliability style and approach this book takes a pragmatic step by step approach to web application development using spring mvc with informative screenshots and concise explanation
unleash the power of spring mvc and build enterprise grade lightning fast web applications about this book configure spring mvc to build logic less controllers that transparently support the most advanced web techniques secure your developments with easy to write reliable unit and end to end tests get this fast paced practical guide to produce rest resources and templates as required by the latest front end best practices who this book is for this learning path is for java developers who want to exploit spring mvc and its features to build web applications it will help you step up in your career and stay up to date or learn more about spring s web scalability what you will learn set up and build standalone and web based projects using spring framework with maven or gradle develop restful api applications for xml and json data transfers investigate spring data access mechanisms with spring data repositories generate templates for a responsive and powerful front end with angularjs and bootstrap authenticate over rest with a basic authentication scheme and oauth2 handle roles and permissions communicate through websocket and stomp messages design complex advanced level forms and validate the model create maintainable unit and acceptance tests to secure the apps deploy the web application to the cloud in a snap in detail spring mvc helps you build flexible and loosely coupled web applications the spring mvc framework is designed in such a way that every piece of logic and functionality is highly configurable this learning path aims to make you an expert in designing web applications with spring mvc 4 in our first module we ll begin with an introduction to the spring framework you ll then learn aspect oriented programming packed with real world examples you ll get an insight into how you can use spring expression language in your applications to make them easier to manage and maintain in the second module you ll learn everything you need to build modern spring based enterprise web applications from practical development techniques and useful tools from the wider spring ecosystem to the new jee standards the impact of javascript and even the internet of things you ll feel confident that you can deploy spring for an impressive range of creative purposes in the final module you ll find out how to take advantage of spring mvc s advanced features essential if you are to properly master the framework to do this you ll investigate the inner mechanics of spring mvc and how they tie into to the broader principles that inform any modern web architectures with further guidance on how to test secure and optimize your application as well as designing restful services you ll very quickly be ready to use spring in your next web project this learning path combines some of the best that packt has to offer in one complete curated package it includes content from the following packt products spring essentials by shameer kunjumohamed hamidreza sattari spring mvc cookbook by alex bretet mastering spring mvc 4 by geoffroy warin style and approach this is a hands on practical guide based on logical modules of the whole spring framework family employing a combination of theory and examples with pro level practices techniques and solutions

Spring MVC: A Tutorial (Second Edition) 2016-04-01
	his is a tutorial on spring mvc a module in the spring framework for rapidly developing web applications the mvc in spring mvc stands for model view controller a design pattern widely used in graphical user interface gui development this pattern is not only common in web development but is also used in desktop technology like java swing sometimes called spring mvc spring mvc is one of the most popular web frameworks today and a most sought after skill this book is for anyone wishing to learn to develop java based web applications with spring mvc sample applications come as spring tool suite and eclipse projects

Spring MVC 2014
gain expertise in designing real world web applications using the spring mvc framework
about this book design your own spring web applications using tools such as spring boot and spring tool suite secure your developments with easy to write reliable unit and end to end tests deploy your application on the cloud for free and invite the whole world to see who this book is for this book is perfect for developers who are familiar with the fundamentals of spring programming and are eager to deepen their web development skills prior knowledge of the spring mvc framework is recommended what you will learn set up your own web application using spring boot and spring tool suite discover the mvc architecture and the different tools along with navigating between views design complex advanced level forms and validate the model craft a restful application with a meaningful api and error messages create maintainable unit and acceptance tests secure your application while allowing it to scale optimize your requests with caching etags and asynchronous responses deploy the web application to the cloud in a snap details spring mvc is the ideal tool to build modern web applications on the server side with the arrival of spring boot developers can really focus on the code and deliver great value leveraging the rich spring ecosystem with minimal configuration spring makes it simple to create restful applications interact with social services communicate with modern databases secure your system and make your code modular and easy to test it is also easy to deploy the result on different cloud providers mastering spring mvc will take you on a journey from developing your own web application to uploading it on the cloud you begin by generating your own spring project using spring tool suite and spring boot as you develop an advanced level interactive application that can handle file uploads as well as complex urls you will dive into the inner workings of spring mvc and the principles of modern web architectures you will then test secure and optimize your spring web application and design restful services that will be consumed on the frontend finally when everything is ready you will release your application on a cloud provider and invite everyone to see style and approach an iterative hands on approach in a conversational and easy to follow style each chapter will improve on the work done in the previous one until the application is ready to be released

Mastering Spring MVC 4 2015-09-14

1st and only book to market on the open source spring mvc and flows positioned to become the new struts will be the only authoritative solution by the spring mvc and spring flows project leads themselves two markets for this book 1 ex patriots from the struts world who have developed numerous web applications but are looking for more and willing to take the initiative to experiment with new solutions and 2 early adopter web developers into flow which has created a lot of buzz and will generate interest around this book as well as spring mvc

Expert Spring MVC and Web Flow 2006-11-21

explore the designs of the spring mvc and webflux frameworks and apply similar designs and techniques to your own code along with detailed analysis of the code and functionality this book includes numerous tips and tricks to help you get the most out of spring mvc webflux and java based web application development in general using spring you’ll see how spring mvc is a modern web application framework built upon the latest spring framework 5 and spring boot 2 spring mvc is suitable for building reusable web controller modules that encapsulate rich page navigation rules pro spring mvc with webflux takes great care in covering every inch of spring mvc with webflux to give you the complete picture along with all the best known features of these frameworks you’ll discover some new hidden treasures you’ll also learn how to correctly and safely extend the frameworks to create customized solutions this book is for anyone who wishes to write robust modern and useful web applications with the spring framework after reading and using this book you’ll become proficient with spring mvc and be able to apply it to your own java web applications and microservices what you will learn use spring mvc with webflux to build java based web applications employ the various spring mvc architectures work with controllers build microservices and web services using spring mvc and rest create reactive web applications using spring webflux deploy your spring mvc application to the cloud who this book is for those with at least some prior experience with java web application development some previous experience with spring boot or the spring framework is recommended
Spring MVC: Designing Real-World Web Applications 2016

over 40 recipes for creating cloud ready java web applications with spring mvc about this book configure spring mvc to build logic less controllers that transparently support the most advanced web techniques build an amazing social and financial application that applies microservices patterns on deployment self testability interoperability cloud architectures and scalability fast paced practical guide to learn how to set up spring mvc to produce rest resources and templates as required by the latest front end best practices who this book is for if you are an experienced java developer with prior experience in web technologies and want to step up in your career and stay up to date or learn more about spring scalability this book is for you what you will learn structure your project with maven and create self tested domain specific deployable web archives generate templates for a responsive and powerful frontend with angularjs and bootstrap build a high performance stateless restful and hypermedia application to support your multiple customer experiences authenticate over rest with a basic authentication scheme and oauth2 handle roles and permissions document and publish your rest api using swagger and swagger ui scale your spring web application communicate through websocket and stomp messages provide support to your application and efficiently maintain its business features with a relevant test stack in detail spring mvc is a lightweight application framework that comes with a great configuration by default being part of the spring framework it naturally extended and supported it with an amazing set of recognizable annotations external libraries can be plugged in and plugged out it also possesses a request flow complete support of rest web services makes the spring architecture an extremely consistent choice to support your front end needs and internet transformations from the design of your maven modules you will achieve an enterprise standard for a stateless rest application based on spring and spring mvc with this book this guide is unique in its style as it features a massive overview of practical development techniques brought together from the spring ecosystem the new jee standards the javascript revolution and internet of things you will begin with the very first steps of spring mvc s product design focused on deployment viability and maintainability you will learn the use of eclipse maven and git you will walk through the separation of concerns driven by the microservices principles using bootstrap and angularjs you will develop a responsive front end capable of interacting autonomously with a rest api later in the book you will setup the java persistence api jpa within spring learn how to configure your entities to reflect your domain needs and discover spring data repositories you will analyze how spring mvc responds to complex http requests you will implement hypermedia and hateoas to guide your customer s stateless conversation with the product and see how a messaging service based on websocket can be configured finally you will learn how to set up and organize different levels of automated tests including logging and monitoring style and approach a comprehensive recipe based guide to creating stunning java apps with spring mvc as a result of learning and implementing pro level practices techniques and solutions

Pro Spring MVC with WebFlux 2020-08-15

this book is a tutorial on servlet jsp and spring mvc servlet and jsp are two fundamental technologies for developing java web applications and spring mvc is a module within spring framework that solves common problems in servlet jsp application development the mvc in spring mvc stands for model view controller a design pattern widely used in graphical user interface gui development spring mvc is one of the most popular web frameworks today and a most sought after skill the book is an ideal resource for anyone wanting to learn how to develop java based web applications using servlet jsp and spring mvc

Spring MVC Cookbook 2016-02-25
design and develop java based restful apis using the latest versions of the spring mvc and spring boot frameworks this book walks you through the process of designing and building a rest application while delving into design principles and best practices for versioning security documentation error handling paging and sorting spring rest provides a brief introduction to rest http and web infrastructure you will learn about several spring projects such as spring boot spring mvc spring data jpa and spring security and the role they play in simplifying rest application development you will learn how to build clients that consume rest services finally you will learn how to use the spring mvc test framework to unit test and integration test your rest api after reading this book you will come away with all the skills to build sophisticated rest applications using spring technologies what you will learn build java based microservices native cloud or any applications using spring rest employ spring mvc and restful spring build a quickpoll application example document rest services as well as versioning paging and sorting test handle errors and secure your application who this book is for intermediate java programmers with at least some prior experience with spring and web cloud application development

Servlet, JSP and Spring MVC 2015

leverage the power of spring mvc spring boot spring cloud and additional popular web frameworks about this book discover key spring framework related technology standards such as spring core spring aop spring data access frameworks and spring testing to develop robust java applications easily this course is packed with tips and tricks that demonstrate industry best practices on developing a spring mvc based application learn how to efficiently build and implement microservices in spring and how to use docker and mesos to push the boundaries and explore new possibilities who this book is for this course is intended for java developers interested in building enterprise level applications with spring framework prior knowledge of java programming and web development concepts and a basic knowledge of xml is expected what you will learn understand the architecture of spring framework and how to set up the key components of the spring application development environment configure spring container and manage spring beans using xml and annotation practice spring aop concepts such as aspect advice pointcut and introduction integrate bean validation and custom validation use error handling and exception resolving get to grips with(rest) based web service development and ajax use spring boot to develop microservices find out how to avoid common pitfalls when developing microservices get familiar with end to end microservices written in spring framework and spring boot in detail this carefully designed course aims to get you started with spring the most widely adopted java framework and then goes on to more advanced topics such as building microservices using spring boot within spring with additional coverage of popular web frameworks such as struts webwork java server faces tapestry docker and mesos you'll have all the skills and expertise you need to build great applications starting with the spring framework architecture and setting up the key components of the spring application development environment you will learn how to configure spring container and manage spring beans using xml and annotation next you will delve into spring mvc which will help you build flexible and loosely coupled web applications you'll also get to grips with testing applications for reliability moving on this course will help you implement the microservice architecture in spring framework spring boot and spring cloud written to the latest specifications of spring this book will help you build modern internet scale java applications in no time this learning path combines some of the best that packt has to offer in one complete curated package it includes content from the following packt products learning spring application development by ravi kant soni spring mvc beginner's guide second edition by amuthan ganeshan spring microservices by rajesh rv style and approach this is a step by step guide for building a complete application and developing scalable microservices using spring framework spring boot and a set of spring cloud components

Spring REST 2021-11-28

aimed at users who are familiar with java development spring live is designed to explain how to integrate spring into your projects to make software development easier technology industrial
Spring: Developing Java Applications for the Enterprise 2017-02-28

beginning spring framework 2 shows beginning java developers how to build server-side java applications using the latest 2.0 release of the spring framework the book does not assume any previous knowledge of j2ee in fact the authors argue that beginners learn more quickly by starting directly with spring jump start spring 2 designing spring applications spring persistence using jpa using spring mvc to build pages advanced spring mvc spring flow ajax and spring direct remoting integration spring and jms message driven pojos spring services and remoting service consumer and interoperability with net rapid spring development with spring ide spring aop and aspectj more aop transactions

Spring Live 2004

annotation this book is a tutorial on servlet jsp and spring mvc servlet and jsp are two fundamental technologies for developing java web applications and spring mvc is a module within spring framework that solves common problems in servlet jsp application development the mvc in spring mvc stands for model view controller a design pattern widely used in graphical user interface gui development spring mvc is one of the most popular web frameworks today and a most sought after skill the book is an ideal resource for anyone wanting to learn how to develop java based web applications using servlet jsp and spring mvc

Beginning Spring Framework 2 2008-01-08

spring in action 2nd edition is an expanded completely updated second edition of the best selling spring in action written by craig walls one of manning's best writers this book covers the exciting new features of spring 2.0 which was released in october 2006 it describes ways to use ejb components alongside spring through this book readers learn how spring can be applied at the various layers of enterprise applications

Servlet, JSP and Spring MVC. 2015

get up to speed quickly with this comprehensive guide to spring beginning spring is the complete beginner's guide to java's most popular framework written with an eye toward real world enterprises the book covers all aspects of application development within the spring framework extensive samples with in each chapter allow developers to get up to speed quickly by providing concrete references for experimentation building a skill set that drives successful application development by exploiting the full capabilities of java's latest advances spring provides the exact toolset required to build a enterprise application and has become the standard within the field this book covers spring 4.0 which contains support for java 8 and java ee 7 readers begin with the basics of the framework then go on to master the most commonly used tools and fundamental concepts inherent in any spring project the book emphasizes practicality and real world application by addressing needs such as meeting customer demand and boosting productivity and by providing actionable information that helps developers get the most out of the framework topics include
dependency injection and inversion of control unit testing spring enabled applications data access using spring jdbc and orm support along with transaction management building applications and restful services with springmvc securing applications using spring security spring expression language with its extensive features aspect oriented programming facilities provided by springaop caching with 3rd party cache providers support the best of the breed spring 4.0 the information is organized and structured an ideal way for students and corporate training programs and explanations about inner workings of the framework make it a handy desk reference even for experienced developers for novices beginning spring is invaluable as a comprehensive guide to the real world functionality of spring

**Spring In Action, Updated For Spring 2.0, 2Nd Ed 2007-10**

designed for beginners and intermediate developers this book helps you come up to speed as quickly as possible with using the spring 3 framework it delves deeply into the core of the spring 3 framework providing a sound understanding of the components that make up the framework and the way they interact with each other this book uses an application centric approach the development of examples drives the spring 3 exposure and not the other way around finally a web based project is developed to reinforce all the learning that took place throughout the book this will definitely help developers to quickly get started with building real world applications using the spring 3 framework key topics spring 3.1 spring security 3.1 spring mvc jdbc templates restful resources mysql 5.5 hibernate 3 jpa transaction management annotations aspectj aop classic aop dependency injection

**Beginning Spring 2015-01-29**

learn various design patterns and best practices in spring 5 and use them to solve common design problems about this book explore best practices for designing an application manage your code easily with spring’s dependency injection pattern understand the benefits that the right design patterns can offer your toolkit who this book is for this book is for developers who would like to use design patterns to address common problems while designing an app using the spring framework and reactive programming approach a basic knowledge of the spring framework and java is assumed what you will learn develop applications using dependency injection patterns learn best practices to design enterprise applications explore aspect oriented programming relating to transactions security and caching build web applications using traditional spring mvc patterns learn to configure spring using xml annotations and java implement caching to improve application performance understand concurrency and handle multiple connections inside a web server utilizing reactive programming pattern to build reactive web applications in detail design patterns help speed up the development process by offering well-tested and proven solutions to common problems these patterns coupled with the spring framework offer tremendous improvements in the development process the book begins with an overview of spring framework 5.0 and design patterns you will understand the dependency injection pattern which is the main principle behind the decoupling process that spring performs thus making it easier to manage your code you will learn how gof patterns can be used in application design you will then learn to use proxy patterns in aspect oriented programming and remoting moving on you will understand the jdbc template patterns and their use in abstracting database access then you will be introduced to mvc patterns to build reactive web applications finally you will move on to more advanced topics such as reactive streams and concurrency at the end of this book you will be well equipped to develop efficient enterprise applications using spring 5 with common design patterns style and approach the book takes a pragmatic approach showing various design patterns and best practice considerations including the reactive programming approach with the spring 5 framework and ways to solve common development and design problems for enterprise applications
Spring 3 for Beginners 2012-04-26

discover the latest features of spring framework by building robust fast and reactive web applications key features take advantage of all the features of spring 5.0 with third party tools to build a robust back end secure spring based web application using spring security framework with ldap and oauth protocol develop robust and scalable microservice based applications on spring cloud using spring boot book description spring makes it easy to create restful applications merge with social services communicate with modern databases secure your system and make your code modular and easy to test with the arrival of spring boot developers can really focus on the code and deliver great value with minimal contour this book will show you how to build various projects in spring 5.0 using its features and third party tools we'll start by creating a web application using spring mvc spring data the world bank api for some statistics on different countries and mysql database moving ahead you'll build a restful web services application using spring webflux framework you'll be then taken through creating a spring boot based simple blog management system which uses elasticsearch as the data store then you'll use spring security with the ldap libraries for authenticating users and create a central authentication and authorization server using oauth 2 protocol further you'll understand how to create spring boot based monolithic application using jhipster toward the end we'll create an online book store with microservice architecture using spring cloud and netflix eureka and a restful web service which will integrate with spring boot and mysql database for some statistics on different countries.

Spring MVC Blueprints 2016-07-29

build test and secure robust enterprise grade applications using the spring framework about this book build an enterprise application throughout the book that communicates with a microservice define and inject dependencies into your objects using the ioc container make use of spring's reactive features including tools and implement a reactive spring mvc application who this book is for this book is for java developers who want to make use of the spring framework to simplify their programming needs what you will learn get to know the basics of spring development and gain fundamental knowledge about why and where to use spring framework explore the power of beans using dependency injection wiring and spring expression language implement and integrate a persistent layer in your application and also integrate an orm such as hibernate understand how to manage cross cutting with logging mechanism transaction management and more using aspect oriented programming explore spring mvc and know how to handle requesting data and presenting the response back to the user understand the integration of restfulapis and messaging with websocket and stomp understand reactive programming using spring mvc to handle non blocking streamsin detailspring is the most widely used framework for java programming and with its latest update to 5.0 rolling out early next year the framework is undergoing massive changes built to work with both java 8 and java 9 spring 5.0 promises to simplify the way developers write code while still being able to create robust enterprise applications if you want to learn how to get around the spring framework and use it to build your own amazing applications then this book is for you beginning with an introduction to spring and setting up the environment the book will teach you in detail about the bean life cycle and help you discover the power of wiring for dependency injection gradually you will learn the core elements of aspect oriented programming and how to work with spring mvc and then understand how to link to the database and persist data configuring orm using hibernate you will then learn how to secure and test your applications using the spring test and spring security modules at the end you will enhance your development skills by getting to grips with the integration of restfulapis building microservices and doing reactive programming using spring as well as messaging with websocket and stomp
**Spring 5 Design Patterns 2017-10-06**

prepare for the pivotal certified spring application developer exam and learn about spring mvc dispatcherservlet configuration spring mvc programming model essentials spring mvc views and form processing spring flow essentials and spring flow actions and configuration the pivotal certified spring application developer exam a study guide is the ideal preparation for the exam and after reading and using it you'll be able to pass and become a certified spring developer when you become a pivotal certified spring application developer you'll receive one of the most valuable credentials available in enterprise java achieving this certification demonstrates your ability to apply spring s web projects to develop real world java web applications and validates your familiarity with spring

**Spring 5.0 Projects 2019-02-28**

the book covers the complete spectrum of java development including database access persistence container configuration transaction management remoting and web mvc it introduces well known techniques like design patterns to solve some of these problems as well as new and innovative approaches like inversion of control ioc and aspect oriented programming aop all solutions are implemented using the functions provided by the spring framework in conjunction with other popular open source technologies like hibernate and velocity introducing the spring framework the bean factory and application context advanced container concepts spring and aop dao support and jdbc framework transaction and resource management object relational mapping lightweight remoting supporting services acgi security system for spring spring and ejb mvc framework view technologies integrating with other frameworks the sample application

**Learning Spring 5.0 2017-04-28**

get started with using the new java mvc 1.0 framework for model view and controller development for building modern java based web native and microservices applications beginning java mvc teaches you the basics then dives in to models views controllers next you learn data binding events application types view engines and more you will be given practical examples along the way to reinforce what you have learned furthermore you'll work with annotations internationalization security and deployment after reading this book you'll have the know how to build your first full java based mvc application you will discover the java mvc 1.0 apis and how to use them master the model view and controller design pattern carry out data binding write events work with view engines

**Pivotal Certified Spring Web Application Developer Exam 2015**
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only beginning level book that introduces major open source java tools and frameworks from scratch covers the most successful and prevalent open source and some lightweight tools and frameworks like spring jboss hibernate tapestry ant and more shows how to build an enterprise application end to end integrating the different open source frameworks including rapid enterprise java application development
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